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The Paper in One Table & One Picture

Measure �rm exposure to in�ation risk: CARs reaction to surprise in in�ation

Table 3: Material Inflation Risk and Its Financial Disclosure

This table reports the descriptive statistics on firms’ disclosure of material inflation risk. In Panel A, disclosing
firms are firms that disclosed material inflation risk at least once in Item 1A of the 10-K annual report over
the period of 2005 – 2020. Firms exposed to material inflation risk in Panel A are identified by the rule in
equation (2). In Panel B, disclosing firms are firms that disclosed material inflation risk at least once in Item
1A of the 10-K annual report in quarter t over the period of 2005 – 2020. Firms exposed to material inflation
risk in Panel B are identified by the rule in equation (4). Subsection 4.1 provides detailed procedures for how
we identify firms’ exposure to material inflation risk.

Panel A: Static Inflation-Risk Exposure

Total Firms = 6,289
- Not Exposed = 5,175 (82.3%), of which

* Disclosing firm = 2,205 (42.7%)
- Exposed = 1,114 (17.7%), of which

* Disclosing firm = 434 (39.0%)

Panel B: Time-Varying Inflation-Risk Exposure

Total Obs = 49,342
- Not Exposed = 42,525 (86.2%), of which

* Disclosing firm 8,909 (21.0%)
Exposed =6,817 (13.8%), of which

* Disclosing firm 1,287 (18.9%)
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Finding 1: MANY exposed �rms do not acknowledge in�ation risk (even if required)

Finding 2: MANY non-exposed �rms do report! Important for later

Interpretation: Many expoed �rms unaware of in�ation risk



The Paper in One Table & One Picture

Shock to attention (lawsuits): underreporters start to report more, become more
aware of in�ation risk b/c pay much more attention to careful reporting

Figure 3: Material Inflation Risk and Its Financial Disclosure: Exposed vs. Unex-
posed Firms around Regulation S-K

This figure compares the probabilities of firms initiating inflation risk disclosures following Regulation S-K
between firms exposed and firms not exposed to material inflation risk (see subsection (5.4) for a detailed
description). For firms with a fiscal year-end from December to May 2005, fiscal year 2005 is set as year 0; for
firms with a fiscal year-end from June to November 2005, fiscal year 2006 is set as year 0. We identify firms
that are exposed to material inflation risk over the sample period of 1996 – 2005. Panel A plots the likelihood
of firms disclosing inflation risk over event years. Panel B plots estimated β̂ and confidence intervals at the 95%
level from the following linear regression:

FirstInflationi,t = α+

5∑
t=−5

βt × InflationExposurei︸ ︷︷ ︸
1996−2005

+X ′i × θ + γt + γj + εi,t,

where FirstInflationi,t is a dummy variable equal to 1 if firm i mentions inflation for the first time in Item 1A
of the 10-K annual report of fiscal year t, and 0 otherwise. InflationExposurei︸ ︷︷ ︸

1996−2005

is firm i’s inflation risk exposure

estimated over the period of 1996 – 2005 according to equation (1). The excluded event year is year 0. γt is a
set of event-year fixed effects. γj is a set of Fama-French 48-industry fixed effects. Standard errors are clustered
at the level of Fama-French 48-industry classification.

Panel A: Disclosure Trend
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Shock to reporting regulation: everybody more likely to report in�ation risk, in
general higher awareness of potential e�ects in�ation (on top of other channels)



Plan for Comments

Why Important: Contribution to Literature

▶ Question: Do experts (manager) recognize in�ation risk?

▶ Methodology: Disclosures as incentivized surveys for beliefs elicitation

Why Do Managers Underreport In�ation Risk?

▶ Rational Inattention

▶ Strategic Motives

▶ Correlations with other Channels

What Economic Channels Drive the E�ects of In�ation Risk?

▶ Demand, Input Costs, Wages, Financing

▶ Levering Textual Analysis of Topics in Disclosures



Contribution 1: Economic Question

We know that managers/�rms do not pay attention to in�ation

▶ Coibion, Gorodnichenko, Kumar (AER, 2018)

▶ Coibion, Gorodnichenko, Ropele (QJE, 2020)

This Paper:

Evidence consistent with inattention in highly incentivized setting

▶ Coibion, Gorodnichenko, Ropele (2022) also via actual choices

▶ This paper shows that inattention/dismissal also when managers'
claims/claim avoidance have major economic e�ects on the �rm
(change investors' expectations, lawsuits, etc.)

▶ Important step given that incentivizing (�rm-level) surveys is hard



Contribution 2: Methodology

More broadly, relevant methodological contribution:

▶ Opening black box of how managers think business cycle shocks,
monetary and �scal policy can a�ect their �rms and hence thier choices...

▶ ...in an incentivized setting

▶ Narrative component of corporate disclosures as �highly-incentive surveys�
to elicit beliefs, attitudes, views, choices

▶ Opens the avenue of using recent methods from �nance and accounting
(textual analysis of corporate disclosures) in empirical macro

Caveats (which this paper can dismiss, more later):

▶ B/c of incentives, strategic motives in disclosures

▶ Lack of homogeneous elicitation of economic beliefs, attitudes
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What Explains Managers' Underreporting Behavior?

Authors' interpretation: Rational Inattention

▶ Managers do not gather info on in�ation risk until when it bites

▶ Evidence for this channel in �rm-level surveys (Coibion et al., 2018, 2020)

Alternative interpretation 1: Strategic Motives

▶ Managers know �rm is exposed to in�ation risk

▶ They expect shareholders, market participants to not understand this
form of risk

▶ To avoid re-assessment of �rm-level risk by investors, avoid disclosing

Alternative interpretation 2: Correlation with Other Risks

▶ Managers might disclose consequential risks that are due to in�ation

▶ e.g., �nancing risk: higher in�ation→expect higher interest rates
▶ Heavily indebted �rms might report �nancing risk, not in�ation risk
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Important to Disentangle Potential Drivers

Disentangling Potential Drivers Important

▶ Understand if managers are aware of macroeconomic information

▶ If & how use such information in choices (price setting, wage setting,
etc.) in an incentivized setting (adds to surveys)

Evidence 1: Severe Underreporting (AND Overreporting!)

▶ Underreporting: consistent with all 3 potential explanations

▶ Overreporting: barely consistent with strategic motives & correlation
with other risks!

▶ The overreporting result is key to rule out both alternative interpretations

Evidence 2: Higher Reporting After Class Action Lawsuits

▶ Conistent with both rational inattention & strategic motives
▶ Barely consistent with correlation with other risks, b/c reporting

consequential risks enough to �ght class actions
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More Tests: Disentangle Inattention vs. Strategic Motives

Exploit the intensity of exposure

So far, exposed (lower CARs if unexpected in�ation) vs. unexposed

BUT: intensity of exposure crucial:

▶ Heavily exposed:
likely unaware/inattentive ↓ AND incentive to underreport ↑

▶ Barely exposed:
likely unaware/inattentive ↑ AND incentive to underreport ↓

Rational inattention should mainly arise among barely exposed

Strategic motives among heavily exposed
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Understanding the Economic Channels

In�ation risk relevant to �rms' outcomes through at least 4 channels:

▶ Demand:
some industries lower demand when higher in�ation, lower revenues

▶ Input Costs:
input good in�ation, sticky-price �rms might not fully pass through

▶ Wages:
if wage-price spirals, might be forced to increase cost of labor

▶ Financing:
higher in�ation, expect higher rates, indebted �rms will become riskier

Which (perhaps multiple) channels drive underreporting?

Very important to understand for what macroeconomic channels �rms
are inattentive, do not gether information, do not understand e�ects

Also, important for policy through communication



Homogenize Elicited Info from Disclosure Texts
Figure 1: Excerpt from Item 1A: Risk Factors in Starbucks Annual Report

Starbucks Corporation 2019 Form 10-K 9
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Identify Topics = Economic Channels: LDA

They use the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) procedure

Blei et al. (2003), Kelly et al. (2019), D'Acunto et al. (2021)

Two Steps:

▶ 1. Use large corpus of disclosure texts to de�ne library of topics
▶ Topics are groups of words consistently mentioned close to each other

▶ 2. Assign each sentence in disclosures in sample to a topic

Identify topics that are discuss in each disclosure



Constructing Topics from Full Sample of Contracts

LDA assumes the full sample of contracts covers N topics

▶ 1. Cluster words into the N topics based on how often they appear
close to each other in the full corpus of contracts (≈PC analysis)

▶ 2. For each word, assign probability belonging to the topic based on
how often it appears close to the other words in the topic

From text to topic matrices:
▶ List of words (topic) with attached probabilities of belonging

Topic matrices can be represented as clouds (↑ probability, ↑ size)



Levering Textual Analysis to Measure Channels
Authors use LDA to identify topics in disclosures→economic channels

Demand Input Costs
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Figure A.2: Risk Topics

In each world cloud of the material risks that firms disclose in the Item 1A of the 10-K annual report, a bigger
font corresponds to a bigger weight for that word within each topic.
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Wages Financing
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Figure A.2: Risk Topics

In each world cloud of the material risks that firms disclose in the Item 1A of the 10-K annual report, a bigger
font corresponds to a bigger weight for that word within each topic.
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Tests to Assess Economic Channels

Direct Test:

▶ Which topics (beyond in�ation) more likely in disclosures by previous
underreporters after lawsuits = attention shock?

▶ Direct evidence on which channels were dismissed by managers before

Indirect Test:

▶ Assess heterogeneous e�ects of class action lawsuits based on di�erential
pre-exposure to economic channels

▶ Demand:
compare �rms with high/low demand elasticities

▶ Input Costs:
compare �rms with high/low price stickiness

▶ Wages:
compare unionized vs. non-unionized �rms

▶ Financing:
compare high/low �nancial leverage �rms
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Wrapping Up

Evidence consistent with managers dismissing in�ation risk in
highly-incentivized setting

Can push rational inattention interpretation even more than currently
done using existing results

Important to dig deeper into economic channels, also for policy

Very impactful contribution methodologically, too!
▶ Open avenues by eliciting on �rms' beliefs, attitudes, choices from

public & free disclosure documents
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